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Introduction 
In response to a request by Ross-Fowler, P.C., of Knoxville, the lead planning 
agency in the proposed extension of the Tennessee Riverpark, the Jeffrey L. Brown 
Institute of Archaeology at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (hereafter "the 
Institute) completed fieldwork associated with a Phase I survey and Phase II secondary 
testing at two localities in Chattanooga that will be impacted by proposed extensions to 
the Tennessee Riverpark. The Institute conducted a Phase I survey of a 1600'/490m 
linear corridor through properties of the Synair Corporation and a City of Chattanooga 
tract, and a Phase II secondary testing project at 40HA66, the Roxbury Site, at the mouth 
of South Chickamauga Creek, involving roughly 4800'/ 1460m of linear corridor. 
This research was designed to identify significant archaeological resources that 
might be impacted by the construction of the Tennessee Riverpark extension. In 
accordance with regulations codified at 36 CFR 800 (84 FR 27044, May 18, 1999), the 
Tennessee Historical Commission stipulated that previously unsurveyed portions of the 
proposed Riverpark extension construction route be subject to Phase I archaeological 
survey, and that Phase II secondary testing be done on the Roxbury Mound site due to 
the presence of a Woodland-period burial mound adjacent to the walkway, and the 
likelihood of prehistoric remains being present at the junction of South Chickamauga 
Creek and the Tennessee River. 
The Institute carried out twelve days of survey and testing during April and May 
of 2001. This preliminary report outlines the results of this survey and testing, and will be 
incorporated into a final report that will also include the results of monitoring at 40HA66 
as well as other sections of the proposed Riverpark extension. 
Site Background 
The UTC Institute of Archaeology conducted archaeological survey, testing and 
data recovery operations on the original Tennessee Riverpark construction phase that 
stretched from the C. B. Robinson Bridge to the TVA Chickamauga Dam reservation 
(Council and Smith 1986; Council 1989). The Riverpark was subsequently extended 
from Ross's Landing in downtown Chattanooga north and east to Mabel Street near the 
UTC campus, and in a third construction phase, over Citico Creek to the vicinity of the 
Sandbar Restaurant off Amnicola Highway. The Institute of Archaeology also surveyed 
these two extensions of the Riverpark for archaeological resources (Council 1997; 
Honerkamp 1990, 1997). 
The proposed construction driving the present research will connect the first 
Riverpark construction phase with the second and third phases; in all, the proposed 
construction will span nearly 3.5 miles or 5.8 kilometers and include pedestrian 
walkways, vehicle access routes, bathroom facilities, and interpretive exhibits. 
Significant portions of the proposed new park extension had been previously 
surveyed for archaeological resources. The lower or downstream portion of the proposed 
Riverpark extension follows the route of a sanitary sewer main, the track of which was 
surveyed by the Institute in 1991 (Council 1992). The Riverpark passes through the 
Amnicola Marsh area, included in an archaeological survey by Resource Analysts (1984) 
of the Hamilton County Riverport development. Proposed construction along South 
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Chickamauga Creek nominally impacted recorded sites 40HA66 and 40HA127, but these 
sites were poorly known. The Institute summarized these data in a preliminary cultural 
resources assessment of the proposed route in a 1999 document (Council 1999). 
In response to these background data, the Tennessee Historical Commission and 
the Tennessee State Historic Preservation Officer stipulated to Hamilton County that, 
prior to providing clearance for the project, unsurveyed portions of the proposed 
Riverpark be subjected to Phase I archaeological survey, and that additional survey and 
Phase II testing occur on areas of site 40HA66 that would be impacted by construction. 
Synair Corporation and City of Chattanooga Parcels 
Portions of the proposed Tennessee Riverpark extension not previously subjected 
to Phase I archaeological survey included two parcels of land off Curtain Pole Road 
which parallels Amnicola Highway (see Figure 1). Approximately 420'/ 128m of river 
frontage was adjacent to the Synair Corporation plant. To the northeast and adjoining the 
Synair parcel was an abandoned landfill owned by the City of Chattanooga. The 
proposed Riverpark crosses the river frontage of the Synair property, and passes 
diagonally over the City of Chattanooga Parcel, angling away from the river toward the 
end of Curtain Pole Road at Amnicola Highway. All together, the unsurveyed corridor 
through these two parcels amounted to approximately 1600' or 490m. The Synair parcel 
was cleared around the plant buildings and maintained as lawn. The City of Chattanooga 
parcel was covered with dense vegetation and secondary growth except for a corridor 
through which a sanitary sewer line had been constructed in the early 1990s. 
The Roxbury Site, 40HA66 and 40HA127 
Sites 40HA66 and 40HA127 share overlapping boundaries where South 
Chickamauga Creek enters the Tennessee River at or about log mile 468.2 (see Figure 2). 
Site 40HA66 is described on Tennessee Division of Archaeology site forms as a Historic 
Cherokee town occupied c. 1776-1779. The current site form does not present 
documentary references for this designation, but includes nominal data on the Late 
Woodland mound site locally referred to as the Roxbury Mound (see Evans and Karhu 
1985: 109). Subsumed within the boundaries of 40HA66 is 40HA127, described as being 
an historic steamboat landing used by Cherokees and " other travelers" on the river in the 
early 19th century. 
The site form for 40HA66 does not integrate the Late Woodland conical burial 
mound into the nominal designation of the site as an unnamed Cherokee village, although 
it is the only tangible archaeological feature within or near either site boundary. 
Unfortunately, while the mound has survived to the present, the accompanying village 
site was obliterated in the early 1970s during the construction of the Roxbury textile mill. 
The plant was subsequently taken over by NK Lawn and Garden. 
Due to the obvious presence of a substantial conical mound, the Roxbury Site has 
had a long history of relic collecting. In fact, Clarence B. Moore declined to investigate 
this mound in 1914, stating that "This mound, covered with stumps and trees, had been 
so greatly dug into in various parts that no investigation was attempted by us" (1915: 
387). At the time of his trip to Chattanooga, the mound measured 10 feet high by 60 feet 
across and was described as being "circular" in shape. 
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Figure 1. Project location map from T.V.A./U.S.G.S. map, Chattanooga Quadrangle, 7.5 
minute series (topographic) 105-SE. Edition of 1969, photorevised 1976. 
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Figure 2. Detail of current site boundaries of 40HA66 and 40HA127 on South 
Chickamauga Creek. NB: adjacent archaeological sites are not depicted. 
Limited archaeological testing occurred at the site in the early 1970s during 
construction at the site. A University of Tennessee-Chattanooga team lead by F. A. 
Calabrese conducted the work, but the results were never collated or published. Field 
notes from the excavation illustrate intact soil profiles and shell midden deposits, but the 
location of these tests is not recorded. When mapped by a UTC archaeological Field 
School in 1984, the mound measured approximately 100'/ 30m across and nearly 10 feet 
high. Evidently, the diameter of the mound was artificially enlarged by the removal of the 
surrounding topsoil around it, presumably to be sold, hauled away, or to be used as fill 
material under the adjacent Roxbury (now Northrup-King) plant. The 1984 survey 
remain unreported as well. 
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material under the adjacent Roxbury (now Northrup-King) plant. The 1984 survey 
remain unreported as well. 
Interestingly, Moore also describes "several slight rises" within sight of the 
mound that were reputed to be the remnants of small mounds that had been plowed away. 
These were not visible during the 1984 and 2001 field seasons, although one possible 
such feature was noted on a 1970 flood control map of the area. Previous testing at the 
site demonstrated that the mound village had been obliterated by topsoil removal and 
grading operations. Wooded margins along the river, creek and drainage sloughs 
remained apparently undisturbed. Shovel testing around the wooded fringes of the site 
were shallow and inconclusive, however. 
Proposed construction on the Northrup King site involves creation of a pedestrian 
walkway along the edge of South Chickamauga Creek from its junction with the river 
east some 2300'/ 700m to the Amnicola Highway bridge, a four-lane thoroughfare. At 
about 1500'/ 450m from the mouth of the creek, the trail splits and is joined by an 
automobile access road, turnarounds, and bathrooms. The main pedestrian route and 
roadway curve east and north toward the entrance to the plant site. A second walkway 
drops onto the low floodplain of the creek and makes a loop. Roughly 600'/ 180m from 
the highway bridge over the creek, there is a proposed pedestrian bridge running south 
over the creek. The widest portion of the low floodplain is situated on the north bank of 
the creek east of the pedestrian bridge. Toward the mouth of the creek, the low 
floodplain landform is absent. The banks along the Tennessee River are steep and high. 
Fieldwork 
Using construction survey maps provided by the sponsor, the Institute laid out a 
systematic linear survey grid adjacent to the Creek and Tennessee River on 25 meter 
intervals. A larger interval of 30 meters was sometimes used due to the presence of trees 
or to intersect suspicious landforms. A mechanical auger with a one-foot-diameter drill 
was used to generate a subsurface sample of artifacts; the drill extension in some cases 
reached 1.45 meters (4.8 feet) below surface. Some auger units were dug to a shallower 
depth due to the presence of stones, roots, or hardpan. All auger fill was screened back 
into the drill hole using 1/2 inch mesh. Due to the presence of highly agraded and/or 
disturbed soil profiles, no hand-dug half meter test pits were attempted. Field 
documentation in the form of narrative notes and field specimen catalogs were kept by 
the field supervisor to record the location, contents, field specimen number, and other 
pertinent information associated with each unit. 
Due to the presence of recent bulldozer cuts associated with geological core 
drilling in the vicinity of the proposed bridge landing, opportunistic surface collections 
were also made at several locations. These were virtually the only portions of the entire 
project area where the surface was exposed. Inspection of the river and creek shoreline 
was attempted where access was possible. A single lm by 2m test pit was excavated in a 
portion of the project area that was suspected of being undisturbed. Fill from this unit 
was screened using 'A inch mesh. Due to the presence of extensive amounts of disturbed 
fill over much of the project area, no other hand-dug test units were attempted. Finally, 
deep testing using a backhoe occurred in two locations. Figure 3 shows the location of 
the auger units, test pit, and backhoe cuts. 
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Results of Survey and Testing 
Synair Corporation and City of Chattanooga Parcels 
Five auger tests spaced at 25m intervals were excavated along the riverbank 
adjacent to the Synair Corporation property, described in county soil maps as containing 
Staser loams (Jackson 1982: Map 51). The tests ranged in depth from 70cm to 1.4m, 
with one test being prematurely terminated at 30cm due to the presence of modern gravel 
fill. In addition to modern historic materials in superficial fill layers were aboriginal 
artifacts including fire-cracked rock, fresh-water mollusk shell, fragments of clay daub 
and light flint debitage. Auger tests 1-5 are indicative of aboriginal activity, but the tests 
did not indicate the presence of a developed anthroposol. While probably disturbed to 
some degree by construction, the soil profiles do not appear to be seriously truncated. 
The City of Chattanooga parcel to the north of Synair was heavily disturbed by 
large-scale earth movements associated with the use of the property as a landfill. Several 
low areas including one large flooded pond were present, and heavy industrial debris was 
observed on the ground surface. Numerous attempts to sink auger tests failed due to the 
presence of demolition debris. One auger test in the low terrain adjacent to the pond 
revealed only sterile "C" horizon clays, suggesting that the surface had been 
substantially truncated prior to use as a landfill. Modern cultural material in the landfill 
was observed but not collected. Although auger tests 6-10 were not successfully 
completed, field observations were sufficient to indicate that there was little likelihood of 
any intact deposits of prehistoric or early historic period occupations surviving on the 
parcel. 
NK (Northrup-King) Lawn and Garden: The Roxbury Site 40HA66 and 40HA127 
Prior archaeological testing at the Roxbury Site was limited to a few hand-
excavated tests excavated in the 1970s and a series of shallow shovel tests along the 
fringes of the site in the 1980s. The hand-excavated test pits had shown that midden 
zones and underlying shell layers had been present at the site, but subsequent clearing 
appears to have obliterated these remains in the vicinity of the mound proper. The later 
shovel-testing regime tested the fringes of the site but these tests were shallow and 
inconclusive. In this current survey, a power auger was used to provide deeper 
penetration of the soil horizons at the site. Virtually all of the auger tests were 
contractually confined to the centerline of the proposed improvements around the 
margins of the site. There has been no systematic survey or testing outside the proposed 
construction footprint. Consequently, the entire site still has not been adequately 
investigated to determine if any significant, intact deposits from the Late Woodland 
Roxbury site are still present. 
The bulk of the area tested is dominated by Staser series loam, a deep, well 
drained alluvial soil on shallow slopes. The typical Staser soil profile consists of an Ap 
zone 0 to 10 inches deep of very dark grayish brown color, over an Al2 zone of dark 
brown loam 10 to 30 inches deep. The B2 horizon of dark yellowish brown loam extends 
to 60 inches in depth (Jackson 1982:77). Adjacent soils surrounding the plant site are 
classified in the Sequatchie series as an urban soil, having been subjected to substantial 
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modification (ibid.75, map 51). Most of the area is in improved pasture, but margins 
along the river, creek and drainage sloughs remain wooded in secondary growth. 
A total of 40 auger units were excavated in the Roxbury section of the project 
area, as shown in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 1. These tests were spaced at 25m to 
30m intervals along the proposed impact corridors. Generally speaking, the tests were 
confined to areas inland of the high river or creek banks. Two drainage sloughs running 
to South Chickamauga Creek subdivided the tracts into three general areas. 
The first division included the tip of land defined by the junction of the Tennessee 
River with South Chickamauga Creek. Comparing current topographic maps with those 
prepared in 1970, the basic landforms remained the same over this period. Auger tests 
were run along the bank of the river for a distance of 400'/ 120m, more or less. Auger 
tests 11, 19, 20, 21 and 22 contained no aboriginal cultural material. Soil profile 
truncation is suggested in many areas, particularly within the improved pasture. 
The adjacent bank of the river was inspected for cultural material. Fragments of a 
large shell-tempered cord-marked pot were found eroding from the bank near Auger Test 
21 (locality Si on Figure 3). No other aboriginal material was associated with the pot, 
but additional finds that were surface collected from the adjacent shoreline included a .65 
caliber musket ball (see Table 2a). These finds were reported to the archaeologists of the 
Cultural Resources Program of the Tennessee Valley Authority since they were recovered 
within the pond line easement of the river. 
Auger Tests 23, 24, 12 and 13 stretched along the high riverbank of South 
Chickamauga upstream from its junction with the river; these tests contained no cultural 
material. Continuing along this line Auger Tests 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 contained fire-
cracked rock, flint debitage and tools. Auger Test 17 was placed 25m inland from #16 
and contained a shell-tempered rim sherd, daub fragments and flint debitage. In all 
likelihood, a Late Woodland or Mississippian site component is present on the high 
ground to the north of the proposed construction corridor in the locality of the above 
described tests. The excavated tests did not suggest a developed anthroposol in the 
proposed construction corridor, however. Auger Tests 25 and 26, extending east to a 
natural (?) drainage slough, contained unmodified rock and one piece of fire-cracked 
rock. 
Auger Tests 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 were placed east of the lower drainage slough, 
following the high bank of the creek. A thin scatter of aboriginal material was present in 
these units, including fragments of fire-cracked rock, flint debitage and one limestone-
tempered sherd. At this juncture, the surveyed corridor splits; one section of the proposed 
walkway turns toward the creek and descends to a low flood plain, while another 
walkway route passes through an elevated section of ground rising to over 660'ASL. The 
origin of this elevated ground is of interest, as it may have contained prehistoric features 
similar to what was found at the Tennessee Riverpark. 
Flood control maps from 1970, drawn prior to construction of the Roxbury plant, 
show two presumably natural rises elevated at 660'ASL roughly 200'/ 60m north of the 
creek. Current topographic plans indicate the landform is that of a flat-topped levee some 
50'/ 15m wide and 300'/ 100m long. Auger Tests 32, 33, 34 and 36 were excavated into 
this landform and were found to contain limestone-tempered pottery, shell, daub 
fragments, flint tools, debitage and fire-cracked rock. A surface collection was made in 
this area where machine clearing for geological coring had occurred, and similarly 
revealed plain and cord-marked limestone-tempered pottery, flint tools and debitage, 
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Table 1. Auger Test Summary, NK Lawn and Garden Property/40HA66: prehistoric 
artifacts by frequency.  
Test No. 
. 
De • th 
_ 
Potter Flint Shell FCR Daub Comments 
11 150cm A horizon absent 
12 140cm A horizon absent 
13 80cm A horizon absent 
14 80cm 9 7 
15 70cm 3 
16 60cm 14 5 
17 90cm 1 2 1 
18 70cm 2 2 A horizon absent 
19 100cm 
20 100cm 
21 100cm 
22 120cm 
23 110cm 
24 95cm 
25 100cm A horizon absent 
26 70cm 1 
27 80cm 
28 55cm 2 
29 85cm 1 2 
30 60cm 1 
31 110cm 1 
32 135cm 10 1 20 3 5 Excavated on rede.osited fill 
33 135cm 4 2 5 2 Excavated on rede.osited fill 
34 135cm 2 Excavated on rede.osited fill 
36 130cm Excavated on rede.osited fill 
37 35cm A horizon absent 
38 40cm A horizon absent 
39 130cm A horizon absent 
40 110cm 1 3 1 
41 110cm 1 Profile truncated? 
42 110cm Profile truncated? 
43 135cm Profile truncated? 
44 135cm 10 1 54 3 Excavated on rede.osited fill 
45 120cm 2 Profile truncated? 
46 105cm 
47 145cm Profile truncated? 
48 110cm Disturbed 
49 60cm Low flood slain 
50 55cm Low flood slain 
51 50cm Low flood slain 
52 60cm Low flood plain 
FCR= fire-cracked rock. 
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Table 2. Surface finds from the NK Lawn and Garden tract, 40HA66. 
(a) Location: Bank of Tennessee River, Si on Figure 3; FS 18. 
Artifact type 	 Frequency 	 Weight 
Shell-tempered, cord-marked pottery 	 65 	 1443g 
Cast-iron kettle fragment 	 1 	 50g 
Square cut nail fragment 	 1 	 2g 
Spherical musket ball, cal. 0.65" 	 1 	 26g 
(b) Location: Bulldozer cut near Auger Test 32, S2 on Figure 3; FS 34. 
Artifact type 	 Frequency 	 Weight 
Limestone-tempered, cord-marked pottery 	 3 	 17g 
Limestone-tempered, plain pottery 	 33 	 47g 
Shell-tempered, plain pottery 	 1 	 8g 
Flint tool 	 1 	 5g 
Flint debitage 	 19 	 58g 
Mussel shell 	 140 	 261g 
Snail shell 	 72 	 77g 
(c) Location: Bulldozer cut near Auger Test 37, S3 on Figure 3; FS 35. 
Artifact type 	 Frequency 	 Weight 
Limestone-tempered, plain pottery 	 1 	 5g 
Flint debitage 	 2 	 2g 
Mussel shell 	 3 	 2g 
(d) Location: Surface finds, upper drainage slough, S4 on Figure 3; FS 20. 
Artifact type 	 Frequency 	 Weight 
Flint blade, utilized 	 1 	 28g 
Greenstone, chipped 	 2 	 266g 
Limestone-tempered, plain pottery 	 1 	 2g 
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mussel and snail shells, and fire-cracked rock (locality S2 on Figure 3; see Table 2b). 
Subsequent tests on this landform are described below. 
Following the centerline of the upper walkway and associated vehicle access road, 
the test corridor dropped off the elevated berm and down into cleared pasture, trending 
north and east. Auger Tests 37, 38 and 39 contained no cultural material. Moreover, the 
soils penetrated were apparently "B" horizon clays; absent were the Ap and Al2 
horizons, probably due to topsoil borrowing and fill displacement during plant 
construction. Opportunistic surface collection at a nearby geological test site recovered a 
single limestone-tempered sherd, flint debitage and traces of mollusk shell (Table 2c). 
The proposed walkway crosses the upper drainage slough, where the walkway loop from 
the low flood plan rejoins the main upper walkway. Auger Tests 40, 41 and 42, running 
south and east from the proposed walkway junction, contained a light scatter of fire-
cracked rock, flint debitage and apparent daub fragments. Auger Tests 43, 45, 46, 47, and 
48 curved east and north toward Amnicola Highway. One test contained fire-cracked 
rock, and the last test, #48, adjacent to the highway, contained modern historic material 
and construction debris. 
The low flood plain near the Amnicola Highway bridge over South Chickamauga 
Creek was not completely sampled; a total of four auger tests were excavated on this 
landform, which generally lies below 642'ASL and thus has been subjected to frequent 
seasonal flooding. Auger Tests 49-51 were excavated on this low terrace, on either side of 
the upper drainage slough. No cultural material was retrieved from these tests, and it was 
decided not to test the low flood plain further due to low probability of prehistoric 
settlement activity in this location and the presence of mud in the auger units. 
The channel of the upper drainage slough was examined and a small collection 
from the surface was obtained. The artifacts included worked greenstone fragments, a 
utilized flint flake and one piece of limestone-tempered pottery (see Table 2d). 
Several small clearings opened by geological coring operations were subjected to 
surface collections. One locality (S2) yielded a relatively large quantity of pottery from 
rising ground within the modern tree line. Examination of flood control maps from c. 
1970 suggested that this area had been high ground prior to industrial development of the 
property. It was decided to attempt a screened, hand-excavated test pit in this area to 
determine if the soil profiles were undisturbed and to observe stratigraphy. 
A single lm by 2m test unit (Test Pit #1) was hand excavated and screened 
through 1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth. While aboriginal materials were encountered in the 
surface levels of the unit, fill lenses and highly-compacted soils were encountered, 
leading to suspicion that the soils were redeposited. Half of the unit was carried to 50cm 
below ground surface and then abandoned as soil compaction was quite high. A soil 
auger test (#44) was commenced in the floor of the unit and carried to 1.85m below local 
ground surface. The test intimated that a buried "A" horizon was present. Scattered in 
the topsoil of the unit were three fragments of a human cranium. Mr. Tom Bodkin with 
the Hamilton County Medical Examiner's office made the identifications of the osseous 
material. The presence of these disarticulated human bones also suggested that the fill 
was redeposited. 
Two backhoe trenches were excavated in the berm situated between the NK plant 
and South Chickamauga Creek. No screening was attempted, but the archaeologists 
carefully monitored the backhoe while the trenches were being cut, and a careful 
inspection of the trench fill was carried out during the excavation and backfilling. 
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Backhoe Trench 1 was excavated at the western end of the elevated ground (see location 
BT1, Figure 3) and was carried to roughly 2.0m below local surface. The fill was 
undifferentiated. No buried, undisturbed soil layers were encountered. The floor of the 
trench bottomed at c. 654.10' ASL, well below the 660' ASL contour. Modern artifacts 
(rebar fragments and shotgun shells) were retrieved from depths approaching two meters. 
All the fill was redeposited. Backhoe Trench 2 was excavated near the middle of the 
berm (BT2 on Figure 3). The berm was basically redeposited "B" horizon soils and 
some mixed "A" horizon fills. The second trench penetrated the berm to 657.9' ASL, 
also failing to encounter a buried "A" horizon or undisturbed soil horizons. Also 
recovered from the fill was a Civil War era Minie ball. 
Nominal data were recorded on these two trenches, but they were not 
photographed nor were profiles drawn. The two backhoe tests indicated that what might 
have been "natural rises" south of the plant site in 1970 were now (and perhaps were 
already in 1970) redeposited fills that had been stacked in a berm perhaps to create an 
artificial flood levee along the creek. 
Table 3. Summary of artifacts, Test Pit #1, (all 1/4" screened contexts consolidated; 
excludes Auger Test #44). 
Artifact type 	 Frequency 	 Weight 
Limestone-tempered, plain pottery 	 1 	 2g 
Limestone-tempered, eroded pottery 	 29 	 19g 
Limestone-tempered, brushed/scraped pottery 	 18 	 67g 
Limestone-tempered, cord-marked pottery 	 51 	 52g 
Limestone-tempered, simple-stamped pottery 	 1 	 5g 
Flint debitage 	 83 	 77g 
Fresh-water mussel shell 	 3365 	 5901g 
Fresh-water snail shell 	 849 	 1073g 
Bone (including identified human elements) 	 13 	 8g 
Fire-cracked rock 	 50 	 931g 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following recommendations are in addition to, (and not amendments to or 
deletions of), previous recommendations as regards monitoring of other portions of the 
proposed Tennessee Riverpark extension not summarized in this document. 
Aboriginal material was present on the Synair Corporation property, although in 
scant quantities. Construction along the river frontage of the Synair Corporation property 
should therefore be monitored during grading operations. Although superficial deposits 
have likely been disturbed by nearby construction, soil profiles appear to be intact and 
deep cultural features may still be extant. 
Construction through the City of Chattanooga property does not need to be 
monitored as it is unlikely that any in situ cultural deposits are present. The site appears 
to have been graded off for topsoil removal prior to its use as a landfill. 
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Although severely impacted by previous construction projects, the NK Lawn and 
Garden property does contain aboriginal materials. Much of what was recovered during 
the survey and testing appears to be disturbed and/or redeposited. However, the presence 
of these materials, and the occurrence of unarticulated human remains underscores the 
need for close archaeological monitoring of construction in all areas of the project area 
during clearing and grading operations and any subsequent below-surface operations such 
as utility emplacement. Archaeological survey and testing at 40HA66 and 40HA127 was 
confined to proposed construction impact areas and as such there are no new 
clarifications of site component boundaries. Particularly as regards the village associated 
with the Roxbury Mound, our research produced no new data as to its location. Proposed 
construction south and east of the mound should be intensively monitored as deep 
cultural features may remain. 
There is a probable aboriginal activity locus from the Late Woodland and/or 
Mississippian periods to the west of the plant site on the flood terrace northeast of the 
mouth of South Chickamauga Creek (north of Auger Tests 14-18). The margins of this 
site component will be affected by walkway construction. Construction staging outside 
the walkway footprint should not be permitted. 
Human remains disarticulated and disassociated during construction on the site in 
the 1970s are likely scattered in the redeposited fills around the margins of the property. 
Moreover, soil profile truncation may result in the remnants of deep features being 
present close to the present ground surface. It may be necessary to adapt construction 
excavation techniques to enhance the visibility of archaeological features in the path of 
walkways and roads. Legal protocols will have to be developed for treating the recovery 
of fragmented, disassociated human remains present in redeposited soils on the site, in 
addition to following established procedures for intact or partially intact human burials. 
As survey and testing was confined to the centerline of the principal walkway or 
roadway routes, no clearance outside the construction footprint is expressed or implied. 
Should temporary construction easements outside the footprint be required, additional 
survey and testing will be necessary. 
If any burials are encountered during construction, the Institute will immediately 
cease archaeological work in the immediate vicinity of the burial(s) and notify the 
sponsor, the office of the Tennessee State Archaeologist, and the Hamilton County 
Medical Examiner's Office, as required by state law. Removal of human remains will 
require a court order and are not covered under the current budget and contract for 
monitoring. The Institute will advise the sponsor about the State's burial laws and will 
assist in discussions with all legally-involved parties, including Native American 
representatives. 
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